Deep Learning for Classification and as Tapped-Feature Generator in Medieval Word-Image Recognition
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Abstract—Historical manuscripts are the main source of information about past. In recent years, digitization of large quantities of historical handwritten documents is in vogue. This trend gives access to a plethora of information about our medieval past. Such digital archives can be more useful if automatic indexing and retrieval of document images can be provided to the end users of a digital library. An automatic transcription of the full digital archive using traditional Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is still not possible with sufficient accuracy. If full transcription is not available, the end users are interested in indexing and retrieving of particular document pages of their interest. Hence recognition of certain keywords from within the corpus will be sufficient to meet the end users needs. Recently, deep-learning based methods have shown competence in image classification problems. However, one bottleneck with deep-learning based techniques is that it requires a huge amount of training samples per class. Since the number of samples per word class is scarce for collections that are freshly scanned, this is a serious hindrance for direct usage of the deep-learning technique for the purpose of word image recognition in historical document images. This paper aims to investigate the problem of recognizing words from historical document images using a deep-learning based framework for feature extraction and classification while counteracting the problem of the low amount of image samples using off-line data augmentation techniques. Encouraging results (highest accuracy of 90.03%) were obtained while dealing with 365 different word classes.

I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure preservation of historical information, digitization of historical documents is in practice all throughout the world. With the advent of modern and handy image acquisition techniques this has become a widely spread trend, and huge volumes of historical documents encompassing subjects like literature, science, medicine, personal diaries, historical letters of eminent person’s etc., are digitized in different corners of the world. Searching for a relevant document/information from a digital archive comprised of such digitized images can be expedited using an intelligent software. However, processing a historical document for OCR or similar other applications is more challenging compared to a contemporary handwritten document. The issues that need to be tackled are mainly as follows: (a) different challenging layout and structure of the historical document image; (b) unwanted noise in the historical document image; (c) artefacts/torn historical document formation due to ageing; (d) handwritten annotations in the text; (e) blurred, broken, faded text regions. (f) the scarcity of training data: Contemporary handwritten characters in roman (western scripts) are quite different in shape from their medieval counterparts. This intensifies the problem of getting enough training data per word-class. For some scripts, the assumption that the characters are individually identifiable is warranted. However, in many script styles, especially cursive connected styles, the individual characters are fused, to the point of being illegible, see Figure 1 for an example. Under such adverse circumstances, a character recognition based transcription result is not reliable. However, searching for a document page with a particular content can be achieved by either word spotting or by word recognition. In word spotting, a query in the form of an image or as a string of text characters is given as an input to the word spotting algorithm which then searches for image regions containing similar words. Word recognition could retrieve a particular document image from a corpus after identifying the word boundaries where the recognizer has recognized the desired word class. Though only words classes from a priori decided lexicon/dictionary could be used for the purpose of searching all document images. Searching for some selected set of document images within a digital archive can be achieved by four different ways as depicted in Figure 2. As evident from the diagram, retrieval of a word list with hit score/ranks given a query keyword is dependent on either the output of the word spotting algorithm or output from pure handwritten text recognition technique. Word recognition on the other hand relies on a detection algorithm in preprocessing step to determine word image region/boundary of a candidate word and consequently classify the word region to a specific word class.

Fig. 1. An example of fused cursive characters in two different words.(Left)"Firmiter".(Right)"Henricus".
Although Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been used for various tasks like image quality enhancement, image retrieval and even writer identification in the recent past, yet there are some serious obstacles in directly using any off-the-shelf CNN algorithm for the historical word image classification problem. They are as follows: (a) scarcity of labelled word images; (b) Using the in-built data augmentation within CNN algorithm might distort the word image in a manner which is not optimal for retaining text information. We used an offline data augmentation technique as stated in [1] to counter such adversities. The objective of the paper is to investigate the efficacy of a Convolutional Neural Network, both as a feature extractor and a classifier in recognizing word images from the medieval handwritten historical document images when a large number of samples per word class is not available. However, as with many CNN studies, we disregard, for the occasion, the essential function of selective attention and word candidate segmentation. This study will focus on recognition of words using CNN, given a Region of Interest (ROI) containing a well segmented word image. This means that the classification task does not take into account some essential aspects of handwritten text recognition.

II. RELATED WORK

“Word Spotting” and “Word Recognition” have been extensively used for the purpose of document image retrieval. Depending on the scenario there exist different approaches investigated by various researchers.

An approach stated in [2] uses DTW and semicontinuous HMMs (SC-HMMs) for word spotting. Frinken et al.[3] proposed a method where the BLSTM neural network was coupled with CTC Token Passing algorithm for a segmentation free keyword spotting. In their scheme, they extracted 9 different geometric features by sliding a window of width 1 pixel from left to right over the normalized text line images. The neural network maps each position of an input sequence to a vector to indicate the probability of a particular character being written at that position. Later, the CTC Token Passing algorithm considers this sequence of letter probabilities, as well as a dictionary and a language model, as its input and computes a likely sequence of words[3]. In [4] the authors have proposed to embed both word images and text strings in a common vectorial subspace, by means of label embedding and attributes learning, and a common subspace regression. It was observed that in this subspace, images and strings that represent the same word are close together, which allowed to frame the recognition and retrieval tasks as a nearest neighbor problem. Recently Rusinol et al.[5] used the query-by-example paradigm for word spotting. In their method, initially, local patches were described by a bag-of-visual-words model generated from SIFT feature descriptors. In the later stage, the patch descriptors were projected to a topic space with the latent semantic analysis technique and compressing the descriptors with the product quantization method. In a HMM-based word recognition system [6], words that were to be recognize were represented as hidden states of the HMM and word bigram frequencies were used as the state transition probabilities. Word length and word profile were used as features to recognizing words from historical document images and gave an accuracy of ≈ 65%. In another recent endeavour on word spotting following query-by-string paradigm [7], word images are jointly represented by textual and visual form. The textual representation is formulated in terms of character n-grammes while the visual representation is based on the bag-of-visual-words scheme. These two representations are merged together and projected to a sub-vector space. Hence given a textual query, the system could retrieve word instances that were represented by the visual modality[7]. In [8], Ghosh et al. extended the research from [4] to a segmentation free approach.

In the recent past, some endeavours on word spotting are evident using deep learning-based recognition framework. The very first in this context is due to Sharma et al.[9] where a pre-trained CNN is deployed to learn classes of word images. The output is then used to perform word spotting. The study asserts that features extracted from an adapted-CNN can outperform hand-designed features on both spotting and recognition tasks for printed (English and Telugu) and handwritten document collections. However, their study does not deal with historical document images. Very recently Sudholt et al.[10] proposed a novel CNN architecture for the purpose of word spotting, they experimented with both contemporary as well as historical document images and obtained encouraging results. Their proposed system can be customized as a QBE or QBS based system. In [10] the network is trained with the help of Pyramidal Histogram of Characters (PHOC) representation. In the final layer of the network, instead of traditional softmax function the authors proposed to use a sigmoid activation function that is applied to every element of the output vector. Another deep learning based approach for Arabic word recognition is due to [11]. A deep recurrent neural network (RNN) and a statistical character language model-based approach is due to [12], where the same vast medieval manuscript collection as ours has been considered for indexing. In this
study, we will focus on recognition \( \text{argmax} P(C|X) \), where 
C stands for the class hypothesis and X stands for the feature 
vector. However it is clear that a combined architecture with 
word spotting (where first we look for \( \text{argmax} P(X|C) \) and 
then consequently confirm our finding through recognition is 
an interesting direction for future research.

III. Dataset Details & Motivation

Our “original” word samples are being procured from 
scanned images of initial few volumes of a large French 
administrative document collection (termed as “Chancery Cor-
pus”) produced by the French royal administrations during 
the period 1302 to 1310 (involving volumes 35-42 of the 
corpus). Those word samples were labelled in a crowd-sourced 
environment where using a web interface a user could label a 
bounding box/word region, we followed an approach similar 
to [13]. All crowd-sourced labelled word images were stored 
in grey scale single channel pgm format. In order to comply 
with the AlexNet input architecture while creating the dataset 
in Lmdb file format, we used off-the-shelf converter from [14] 
to convert those single channel images to 3 channel equivalent 
format with a size of 256 \( \times \) 256 pixels. However, no extra 
information was added as all 3 channels consist of the same 
grey scale values. There are 11,568 human labelled images in 
the corpus that has been used in the experiment, the rest of 
our images are synthetic/augmented in nature.

This corpus could be used for network analysis and to study 
the influence of French Royal Chancery. However, the mamo-
th size of this corpus is a barrier to the scholars who 
would like to study it exhaustively. To aid an user-friendly 
access to the contents of this corpus, recognition of text word 
in the corpus could be one possible way out. This research 
attempts to address the issue of word recognition in a historical 
document image corpus by customizing a traditional CNN 
arquitectural aptly to adapt the network for the purpose of word 
recognition.

IV. Methodology

The objective of this study is to investigate the prowess 
of deep-learned features for recognition of medieval word 
images when not enough amount of data is available per word 
class. So we were more keen to get hold of the activation 
values with respect to an input image, a concept close to [15]. 

Though deep learning techniques have been very successful 
in diverse image classification problems, the huge number of 
network parameters that we need to deal in a deep-learning 
framework should not be ignored. One way out to decrease 
the number of parameters could be tapping features from 
sufficiently deep layers of the network, so that the feature 
retains enough discriminative characteristics between classes. 
Those features can be later fed to any classifier to perform 
the final classification. This idea is the basis of procuring the 
output of the 2nd fully connected Layer of AlexNet as a feature 
vector to classify word images in our experiment. We termed 
those features as “Tapped-FC7@4096”.

In this experiment only those classes of word image that 
consist of at least 5 “original” labelled samples in the corpus 
have been considered. So that in a five-fold cross-validation 
setup we have at least one “original” sample per class in 
each of those five folds. It is worth mentioning here that 
we did not perform data augmentation on the “original” 
samples before they were put into training and testing set 
for each fold. We wanted to ensure that in each of those 
five folds, the training and the testing set does not consist of 
augmented image samples derived from the same “original” 
image. Hence first original images for all classes were sorted 
into respective training and testing directories for each fold. 
Later, our data augmentation tools were executed to generate 
synthetic variants of those word images. We used an AlexNet 
arquitecture [16] from caffe [14] for our experiments involving 
Convolutional Neural Network. In each fold, the total number 
of images was divided in training (80%) and test dataset 
(20%); the former was subdivided in training “proper”(80%, 
ie 64% of total) and validation (20%, ie 16% of total) datasets.

A. Offline Data Augmentation

We took help of off-line data augmentation technique to 
generate more samples of images given a set of “original” 
image per word class. We used morphing and shearing 
operations on those “original” images to get augmented 
samples. We used the same method as in [1].

- **Elastic Morphing**: For every pixel \((i,j)\) of the “ori-
ginal” image, a random displacement vector \((\Delta x, \Delta y)\) is 
generated. The displacement field of the complete image 
is smoothed using a Gaussian convolution kernel with 
standard deviation \(\sigma\). The field is finally rescaled to an 
average amplitude \(A\). The new morphed image \((\hat{i}, \hat{j})\) 
is generated using the displacement field and bilinear 
interpolation \((\hat{i} = i + \Delta x, \hat{j} = j + \Delta y)\). Thus the 
morphing process acts on the basis of the smoothing 
radius \(\sigma\) and the average pixel displacement “\(A\)” [1].

- **Shearing**: In a two-dimensional plane shearing is a 
function that maps a generic point with coordinates \((x, y)\) 
to the point \((x + my, y)\); where \(m\) is a fixed parameter, 
called the shear factor.

The effect of our data augmentation technique is evident 
in Figure 3. The top two images are “original” sample of 
the words “aliqua” and “plene”, below are their augmented 
version after morphing and shearing has been performed. It 
can be noted that due to the shearing operation the left word 
have been tilted a bit on the right whereas the right word got 
tilted towards left.

Fig. 3. (Top) Original word (Bottom) After morph and shear operation
B. Brief Discussion on CNN and its Parameter Details

The CNN architecture can be dissected into two distinct elements: (a) the first few layers of the network - which is responsible for performing the convolution with different filters and acts as a feature generator (b) the features generated in the first few layers are propelled to the deeper layers - which are known as fully connected layers. Here, multiple fully connected layers are stacked together to form the Multi Layer Perceptron architecture. Finally, applying the softmax function to the output of the last layer of the network, a vector is generated that gives the class probabilities for respective classes. There are few tiny technical issues that we need to address while deploying our CNN architecture. One such primary issue is setting the batch size of the images while training the network. In the past, it has been observed that using a larger batch size leads to a poorly generalized learning model[17]. The article [17] reveals the reason behind such undesirable behaviour. It has been observed that in models generated with huge batch size, large positive eigenvalues could be observed in the Hessian ($\nabla^2 f(x)$) of the objective function. Such large batch sized methods converge to sharp minimizers of the training and testing functions and thus compromises in terms of generalization ability. On the other hand small batch sized methods converge to sharp eigenvalues in the Hessian ($\nabla^2 f(x)$) of the objective function and hence converge to function landscape regions with flat minimizers. Keeping this observation into account we set our training batch size to 28. The batch size and number of test iteration parameter for the validation and test dataset were also meticulously chosen so that the number of images in the validation and test set for each fold is $≈$ equal to the product of the batch size $\times$ number of validation/test iterations. To comply with this rule few images(2-7) were deleted from the test and validation set of all folds. However, the deleted images were chosen to be of the different class in all cases. The first convolutional layer consists of 96 filters/feature maps of size $11 \times 11$ where each filter element were randomly generated using a Gaussian distribution. Since we did not perform any cropping, given the initial size of $256 \times 256$ of the input image, in comparison to regular AlexNet, there is a difference in the size of the produced activation map in all convolution layers(1-5). For example, the activation map produced in convolution layer 1 is of size $62 \times 62$, whereas in Regular AlexNet it becomes $55 \times 55$. Details can be seen in Figure 5. For all convolution layers and fully connected layers “Relu” was deployed as an activation function.

Due to the subtle change that we made in AlexNet to adapt to our word recognition problem, we decided to train our network from “scratch”. Optimal network weights were obtained using a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and an inverse decay function was deployed to lower the learning rate as the number of iterations increases. The max. number of iterations while training, was set to 92000. It can be easily noted from Figure 4 that the loss function values with respect to iterations for all folds converge with similar value at higher iterations. Another point worth to mention here is that the original AlexNet CNN architecture uses a crop size of $224 \times 224$ with horizontal reflection (flipping). In this study, the original crop size was set to $256 \times 256$ and did not consider the flipping option for our modified CNN setup. The motivation for our setup is that flipping performs the online data-augmentation task and it is not relevant in our case of text recognition. Since the mirror version of the word may be a totally different word in the lexicon, this may lead to suboptimal recognition rates. Indeed, in mirrored version, words like “pond” and “poud” would be a single word. At this point, it is important to note that although to some extent, CNN’s are aimed at handling positional and scale variation by using convolutional kernels, data augmentation and layer topology, the feature maps will be contaminated with some position and size information. Indeed, in mirrored version, words like “pond” and “poud” would be a single word. At this point, it is important to note that although to some extent, CNN’s are aimed at handling positional and scale variation by using convolutional kernels, data augmentation and layer topology, the feature maps will be contaminated with some position and size information.

C. Classification of Tapped Features

The Support Vector Machine and different distance functions were used as classification tool to classify the tapped
features. We had training images in the range of $176k - 183k$ in each fold (see Table I). Since we obtained reasonable classification accuracy with linear SVM, we avoided using non-linear kernel SVM, considering the need for huge computational resources in order to use the non-linear SVM.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluated our system in five-fold validation framework. We compared three different approaches for classification of word images: (a) simple distance function to compute the distance between the training class centroid vectors and the test vector; (b) classification using a Linear SVM while using the “Tapped-FC7@4096”; (c) regular CNN classification with Softmax operator in the final layer to generate the final class with max. probability.

A. Classification Results with Tapped Features

We deployed 12 distance functions to classify our test samples. We used following distance functions in our experiment: Minkowski, Cosine, Correlation, Variance, Chi-square, Kullback, Dice, Jaccard, Tanimoto, Yule’sq, Manhattan, Euclid. We computed the centroid vector for each word class from the training set and used the distance function to compute the distance from a test feature vector. Best performance was observed with Minkowski. However, computationally efficient Manhattan distance also yields 81.34%. The average accuracies for all five-folds are depicted in Table II along with the corresponding method being used. It can be noted that 11 out of 12 distance functions gave us a standard deviation of below 1 on accuracy for 5 folds.

1) SVM Classification Results: Using Linear SVM as classifier we obtained an average accuracy of 90.03% from all five-folds. See the first row in Table II. “Tapped Features” from the second fully connected layer of the network were fed to the SVM from respective training and testing sets.

B. CNN Classification Results

We obtained an average recognition accuracy of ≈89% (best) in our five-fold experiment. We also observed the accuracy with respect to different training iterations. They are depicted in Table III.

VI. DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

A. Utility of the Tapped Features

We have noticed that simple Linear SVM classifier gave an average accuracy of 90.03% when being fed with the tapped features from the second fully connected layer of the network. With this positive results, the question arises whether the system has learned specific features for the classification purpose, or, alternatively more general features for “out of vocabulary” words. The classification accuracy shows stable and good results with several distance functions, indicating that the CNN derived “tapped features” are robust. Moreover,
we now can easily gauge the performance of the system in a transfer-learning setup, where the tapped features are computed from unseen word images in 81 unseen classes for training and testing. The training set features from 365 classes are concatenated with training set features from the 81 unseen classes. The test set consists of unseen samples from those 81 classes only. As in previous experiments, the centroid vectors are computed for each class to compute the distance for each test sample. This yielded 96% recognition rate on an average for 7 different distance functions (in this experiment, the number of tests samples were less than 200 in each fold and not in the order of 50k as in the first experiment). It is also worth mentioning that we need to deal with \( 4096 \times 365 = 1495040 \) fewer network parameters if we simply prune the last layer and use the nearest centroid matching method.

B. Error Analysis

We were inquisitive to analyze the reason behind incurred misclassifications. We noted that the overall classification accuracy dropped below 80% for some word classes having \( \leq 2 \) characters. Also, “misclassification” was observed between two classes having a similar visual appearance, for example, \( \& \) and \( \& \).

VII. CONCLUSION

This study investigates the performance of deep-learned features for the task of medieval word image recognition. Our experiments show that data augmentation techniques can be effectively used to counter the problem of data scarcity per word image class. Apart from the regular CNN classification using a fully connected last classification layer, we show that also tapped hidden feature vectors yield a higher performance. We used the deep-learned features with different type of classification methods and obtained promising results from our experiments. If the approach proposed in this study is integrated into a large document-mining architecture like “Monk”[18], it depends on available computing resources whether one would use the SVM as the final classifier, otherwise, the nearest centroid approach is already yielding usable results. Future research directions could be evaluating other CNN architectures for word image recognition to deal with “Out Of Vocabulary” transfer task for data-mining of unseen classes.
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